F.No. South-West/1-43662741150/2024/EOA                                                                  Date: 17-May-2024

To,

The Principal Secretary,
Dept. Of education, Govt. of Kerala,
Govt. Sectt. Annexex,
Thiruvananthapuram-695001

Sub: Extended Extension of Approval for the Academic Year 2024-25 to 2026-27

Ref: a) Application of the Institution for Extension of Approval for the Academic Year 2024-25
b) Approval Process Handbook 2024-2025

Sir/Madam,

In terms of the provisions under the All India Council for Technical Education (Grant of Approvals for Technical Education), Powers delegated in AICTE ACT 1987, (No 52 of 1987) chapter II - u/s 2(g) to regulate Technical and subsequent Regulations of AICTE, I am directed to convey the approval to:

Permanent Id 1-5122665
Application Id 1-43662741150
Name of the Institute SAINTGITS COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
Name of the Society/Trust MAR GREGORIOS EDUCATIONAL SOCIETY KOTTAYAM
Institute Address KOTTUKULAM HILLS PATHAMUTTOM P O KOTTAYAM KERALA PIN 686 532, KOTTAYAM, KERALA,
Society/Trust Address UNITY BUILDINGS, KK ROAD, KOTTAYAM, KERALA,KOTTAYAM,KOTTAYAM,
Keral, 686002
Institute Type Private-Self Financing
Region South-West
Year of Establishment 2002

Extension of Approval Granted up to 2024-27 (3 Years)

The period of approval to Institutions for the Courses and intake (as per EOA and corrigendum (if any) for the Academic Year 2024-2025) shall be for a period of 3 years. The Institution is however, required to submit updated Institutional information including faculty and students on the AICTE web portal for downloading Extension of Approval letter every year. TER Charges for EOA will be waived off during this period. However, It may be noted that though Extension of Approval is granted for 3 years, the Council shall monitor for fulfillment of all norms by the Institution. In the event of violation, the Council shall initiate penal action as per regulations and the extended EoA shall be withdrawn and the institution need to remit the TER charges only for EOA as per the Approval Process Handbook for the subsequent years also. The above mentioned approval is subject to the condition that SAINTGITS COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING shall follow and adhere to the undertaking / affidavit given by the institution along with the application submitted on portal.

In case of any dispute, the decision as approved by the Executive Committee / General Council of AICTE shall be final and binding.

Strict compliance of Anti-Ragging Regulation:- Grant of Extension of Approval is subject to strict compliance of provisions made in AICTE Regulation notified vide F. No. 37-3/Legal/AICTE/2009 dated July 1, 2009 for Prevention and Prohibition of Ragging in Technical Institutions. In case Institution fails to take adequate steps to Prevent Ragging or fails to act in accordance with AICTE Regulation or fails to punish perpetrators or incidents of Ragging, it will be liable to take any action as defined under clause 9(4) of the said Regulation.
Important Instructions

1. As per mandatory Disclosure of APH 2024-27 (Annexure-18, page 180) Institutions must disclose the following information submitted to Council at the Prominent location on its website.
   
i. Department wise availability of Infrastructure along with approved courses and intake approved by the Council.
   
   ii. Faculty details: Department wise: Name & Designation of the faculty members/teaching staff along with their qualification, tenure of service in your organization, total experience, Institution should also disclose Student Faculty Ratio, Cadre Ratio.
   
   iii. Additionally Audited Financial Statements for last 3 Financial years.

2. Reservation Policy of the Central Government (Including EWS) / Respective State Government/ UT as the case shall be applicable to all the Programmes. The concerned State Government/ UT Admission authority shall decide Modalities of Admission.

3. The Institution offering courses earlier in the Regular Shift, First Shift, Second Shift/Part Time are now amalgamated as total intake and shall have to fulfil all facilities such as Infrastructure, Faculty and other requirements as per the norms specified in the Approval Process Handbook 2024-25 to 2027 for the Total Approved Intake.

4. In case of any differences in content in this Computer generated Extension of Approval Letter, the content/information as approved by the Executive Council / General Council as available on the record of AICTE shall be final and binding.

5. All AICTE institutions are highly encouraged to get NBA/NAAC accreditation. All eligible AICTE institutions are thoroughly encouraged to participate in NIRF ranking process.

6. Deemed to be University: Institutions Deemed to be Universities (Running Technical Education Programmes), it is mandatory to have AICTE approval from the Academic Year 2018-19 in compliance of the Hon'ble Supreme Court Order dated 03-11-2017 passed in CA No.17869-17870/2017.

7. AICTE Approved Institutes are encouraged to utilize SWAYAM PLUS Courses up-to 40%

8. Internship is mandatory for all admitted students.

9. AICTE Approved Institutes are encouraged to make efficient use of the flagship schemes like:
   
a. Parakh: Student Gap analysis portal bases services.
   
b. Students Scholarship schemes like Pragati, Saksham, Swanath, ADF, etc.
   
c. Course in Indian Languages.
   
d. ATAL FDPs: Faculty training for Emerging areas and cutting edge Technologies.
   
e. Augmenting Utilization of Research Assets (AURA).
   
f. Smart India Hackathon: World's largest Open Innovation Platform.

Prof. Rajive Kumar
Member Secretary, AICTE
Copy to:

1. The Principal / Director,
   SAINTGITS COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
   KOTTUKULAM HILLS
   PATHAMUTTOM P O
   KOTTAYAM
   KERALA
   PIN 686 532,
   KOTTAYAM,KOTTAYAM,
   Kerala,686532

2. The Secretary / Chairman,
   MAR GREGORIOS EDUCATIONAL SOCIETY KOTTAYAM
   UNITY BUILDINGS, KK ROAD, KOTTAYAM, KERALA.,
   KOTTAYAM,KOTTAYAM,
   Kerala,686002

3. Guard File(AICTE)

Note: Validity of the Course details may be verified at [http://www.aicte-india.org/](http://www.aicte-india.org/)

** Individual Approval letter copy will not be communicated through Post/Email. However, consolidated list of Approved Institutions(bulk) will be shared through official Email Address to the concerned Authorities mentioned above.